13 Lectures on Fermat's last theorem
Ribenboim, Paulo
QA244.R5

A book of abstract algebra # Charles C. Pinter.
Pinter, Charles C.
QA162.P56

A bridge to advanced mathematics
Sentilles, Dennis
QA49.S44

A collection of modern mathematical classics; analysis.
Bellman, Richard Ernest /ed.
QA003.B43

A course in homological algebra
Hilton, P.J.

A course in universal algebra
Burris, Stanley
QA251.B87

A first course in abstract algebra # John B. Fraleigh.
Fraleigh, John B.
QA266.F7

A first course in linear algebra
Zelinsky, Daniel

A first course in rational continuum mechanics # C. Truesdell.
Truesdell, C.
QA808.2.T7

A first course in topology
Conover, Robert A.
QA611.C683

A first look at numerical functional analysis
Sawyer, W.W.
QA297

A first look at numerical functional analysis # W. W. Sawyer.
Sawyer, W. W.
QA297

A first undergraduate course in abstract algebra # Abraham P. Hillman, Gerald L. Alexanderson.
Hillman, Abraham P.
QA162.H54

A mathematical introduction to fluid mechanics # A. J. Chorin and J. E. Marsden.
Chorin, Alexandre Joel
QA901.C53

A primer for modern mathematics
Banks, Bernard W.

A radical approach to algebra
Gray, Mary

A shorter model theory # Wilfrid Hodges.
Hodges, Wilfrid
QA09.7.H65

A survey of modern algebra # Garrett Birkhoff [and] Saunders MacLane.
Birkhoff, Garrett
QA251.B5

A survey of numerical methods for the solution of Fredholm integral equations of the second kind
Atkinson, Kendall E.
QA431.A84 (330)

A theory of sets # Anthony P. Morse.
Morse, Anthony P.
QA003.P8 no. 18

A treatise on the theory of Bessel functions # by G.N. Watson.
Watson, G. N.
QA008.W2

Abelian groups.
Fuchs, László
QA171.F8

Abelian varieties.
Lang, Serge
QA171.L28

Abelsche und exakte kategorien
Brinkmann, H.B., Puppe, D.

Abstract algebra
Deskins, W.E.

Abstract algebra.
Sak, Chih-han
QA266.S15

Abstract harmonic analysis # Edwin Hewitt and Kenneth A. Ross.
Hewitt, Edwin
QA403.H4

Acta Numerica
Bank, Randolph E.

Adaptive control, filtering and signal processing
Astrom, KJ/ed.

Addition theorems; the addition theorems of group theory and number theory # Henry B. Mann.
Mann, Henry B.
QA241.A52

Advanced mathematics for scientists and engineers
Spiegel, Murray R.

Advanced matrix theory for scientists and engineers
Deif, A.S.

Advanced vector analysis with application to mathematical physics
Weatherburn, C.E.
QA261.W35

Afternotes on numerical analysis
Stewart, G.W.
QA297.S785

Algebra
Bourbaki, N.

Algebra
Godement, Roger

Algebra
Steinberger, Mark
QA.152.2.S7

Algebra # Saunders MacLane [and] Garrett Birkhoff.
Mac Lane, Saunders
QA266.M254
Algebra Locale
Serre, Jean-Pierre

Algebraic K-theory
Swan, R.G.

Algebraic K-theory and its geometric applications

Algebraic K-theory.
Bass, Hyman
QA169.B35

Algebraic curves and cryptography
Murty, V. Kumar/ed.
QA565.A44

Algebraic curves, an introduction to algebraic geometry; notes written with the collaboration of Richard Weiss.
Fulton, William
QA565.F97

Algebraic extensions of fields # Paul J. McCarthy.
McCarthy, Paul J.
QA247.M18

Algebraic geometry; introduction to schemes # I. G. Macdonald.
Macdonald, I. G.
QA564.M3

Algebraic logic.
Halmos, Paul R.
QA266.H3

Algebraic number theory.
Weiss, Edwin
QA241.W35

Algebraic recursion theory
Ivanov, L.L.
QA9.615

Algebraic spaces
Knutson, Donald

Algebraic structures.
Lang, Serge
QA226.L3

Algebraic surfaces # members of the seminar of I.R. Šafarevič. [Translated from the Russian by Suzan Walker.
Shaferovich, I. R. /ed.
QA001.A413 no. . 75

Algebraic theory of graphs
Teh, H.H.

Caratheodory, Constantin
QA247.C2813

Algebraic theory of numbers
Samuel, Pierre

Algebraic topology
Spanier, Edwin H.

Algeber de fonctions et espaves de hardy
Lumer, G.

Algeber second cycle
Borel, Emile

Ample subvarieties of algebraic varieties
Hartshorne, Robin

Strang, William Gilbert
TA335.S77

An elementary treatise on conic sections by the methods of coordinate geometry
Smith, Charles

An essay toward a unified theory of special functions based upon the functional equation [beta]
Truesdell, C.
QA431.T75

An informal introduction to theoretical fluid mechanics # James Lighthill.
Lighthill, M. J., Sir
QA911.L46

An introduction to projective geometry
Filon, L.N.G.
QA471.F48

An introduction to abstract algebra
Ames, Dennis B.

An introduction to abstract harmonic analysis.
Loomis, Lynn H.
QA403.L64

An introduction to algebraic topology
Wallace, Andrew H.

An introduction to analysis # Wilson M. Zaring.
Zaring, Wilson M.
QA303.Z3

An introduction to complex analysis in several variables.
Hormander, Lars
QA331.H64

An introduction to finite planes # A. Adrian Albert [and] Reuben Sandler.
Albert, A. Adrian
QA471.A4

An introduction to fluid dynamics # G.K. Batchelor.
Batchelor, G. K.
QA911.B33

An introduction to homotopy theory.
Hilton, Peter John
QA611.H65

An introduction to mathematical machine theory.
Ginsburg, Seymour
QA76.G5

An introduction to modern algebra
Jones, Burton W.
QA162.J66
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An introduction to nonassociative algebras #
Richard D. Schafer.
Schafer, Richard D.
QA003.P8 no. 22

An introduction to projective geometry.
Pedoe, Daniel
QA471.P38

An introduction to the analytic theory of numbers.
Ayoub, Raymond George
QA241.A9

An introduction to the history of mathematics.
Eves, Howard

An introduction to the theory of algebraic surfaces.
Zariski, Oscar

An introduction to the theory of functions of a complex variable.
Copson, E.T.

An introduction to topology and homotopy
Sieradski, Allan J.
QA511.S68

Analyse harmonique non-commutative sur certaines espaces homogenes.
Colliou, R.R., Weiss, G.

Analysis of communication networks
McDonald, David R./ed.
TX5101.A585

Stetter, Hans J.
QA372.S84

Analytic and algebraic dependence of meromorphic functions
Andreotti, Also, Stoll, Wilhelm

Analytic and plurisubharmonic functions
Herve, Michel

Analytic capacity and measure
Garnett, John

Analytic capacity and rational approximation
Zalchman, Lawrence

Analytic function theory.
Hille, Einar
QA331.H54

Analytic functions of several complex variables #
Gunning, R. C.
QA331.G78

Analytic geometry
Rider, Paul R.

Analytic geometry of space
Snyder, Virgil. Sisam, C.H.

Analytic geometry of three dimensions
Salmon, George

Analytic theory of differential equations

Anneaux factoriels. Redaction de Artibano Micali.
Samuel, Pierre
QA247.S24

Anneaux locaux Henseliens
Raynaud, Michel

Application of Green’s functions in science and engineering # Michael D. Greenberg.
Greenberg, Michael D.
QA371.G68

Applications of functional analysis in mathematical physics. [Translated from the Russian by F.E. Browder].
Sobolev, S. L.
QA401.S583

Applied Bessel functions # F. E. Relton.
Relton, Frederick Ernest
QA408.B4

Beckenbach, Edwin F. /ed.
QA164.B4

Applied descriptive geometry
Warner, Frank M.

Oden, J. Tinsley
QA320.O29

Milne, R. D.
QA320.M54

Applied linear algebra
Noble, Ben

Approaches to the theory of optimization # J. Ponstein.
Ponstein, Jacob
QA402.5.P59

Approximation of elliptic boundary-value problems.
Aubin, Jean Pierre
QA374.A92

Approximation theory; proceedings of a symposium held at Lancaster, July 1969, edited by A. Talbot.
Talbot, A. /ed.
QA221.A66

Asymptotic expansions # E.T. Copson.
Copson, E. T.
QA312.C58

Asymptotic expansions.
Erdelyi, Arthur
QA433.A7

Asymptotic expansions: their derivation and interpretation # R. B. Dingle.
Dingle, Robert B.
QA295.D45

Asymptotic methods in nonlinear wave theory #
Alan Jeffrey, Tokuji Kawahara.
Jeffrey, Alan
QA927.J39

Asymptotic methods in stochastics
Horvath, Lajos./ed.
QA247.A1155
Books by Title

Aufgaben und Lehrrsatze aus der Analysis # G.
Polya und G. Szego.
Polya, George
QA043.P617

Automated deduction in equational logic and cubic curves # W. McCune, R. Padmanabhan.
McCune, W.
QA076.9.A96M38

Automatic continuity of linear operators # Allan M. Sinclair.
Sinclair, Allan M.
QA329.2.S56

Automorphic forms of GL(2)
Jacquet, H., Langlands, R.P.

Automorphic forms on GL(2)
Jacquet, Herve

Automorphic forms on semisimple Lie groups
Harish, Chandra

Automorphic functions and number theory
Shimura, Goro

Axiomatic analysis; an introduction to logic and the real number system, under the general editorship of David Vernon Widder.
Katz, Robert
QA248.3.K3

Axiomatic projective geometry.
Heyting, A.
QA554.H48

Axiomatic set theory.
Suppes, Patrick
QA248.S92

Banach spaces of analytic functions.
Hoffman, Kenneth
QA320.B6

Basic abstract algebra
Schilling, Otto F.G.
QA162.S34

Basic algebraic geometry
Shafarevich, I.R.
QA564.S4513

Basic concepts of geometry # Walter Prenowitz [and] Meyer Jordan.
Prenowitz, Walter
QA681.P7

Basic number theory
Weil, Andre

Bessel functions with some physical applications # C. J. Tranter.
Tranter, C. J.
QA408.T7

Beweismethoden der differentialgeometrie im groben
Huck, H. et al.

Bifurcation theory and nonlinear eigenvalue problems. Edited by Joseph B. Keller and Stuart Antman.
Keller, Joseph Bishop
QA427.K4

Bifurcation theory and spatio-temporal pattern formation.
Nagata, Wayne/ed.
QA380.B566

Boolean algebra and switching circuits
Mendelson, Elliot

Boolean algebras.
Sikorski, Roman
QA266.S53

Boundary value problems of mathematical physics.
Stakgold, Ivar
QA371.S828

Brauer type embedding problems
Ledet, Arne
QA247

Buchi’s monadic second order successor arithmetic
Siegel, Dirk

Calabi-Yau varieties and mirror symmetry
Yui, Noriko/ed.
QC20.7.M24C35

Calculus in vector spaces without norm
Frolicher, R., Bucher, W.

Cardinal and ordinal numbers.
Sierpinski, Waclaw
QA248.44

Categorical constructions in stable homotopy theory
Tierney, Myles

Categories cofibrees additives et complexe cotangent relatif
Grothendieck, A.

Categories tannakiennes
Rivano, Neantro

Category theory, homology theory and their applications I

Category theory, homology theory and their applications II

Category theory, homology theory and their applications III

Celestial mechanics.
Sternberg, Shlomo
QB351.574

Chaos
Gleick, James

Chaotic processes in the geological sciences
Yuen, David A/ed.

Chaotic transport in dynamical systems
Wiggins, Stephen
QA614.8.V53

Characters of finite groups.
Faul, Walter
QA171.3.F35
### Books by Title

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chec cohomological dimensions for commutative rings</td>
<td>Dobbs, David E.</td>
<td>QA166.D66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chomologie des espaces localement compacts d’apres J Leray</td>
<td>Borel, Armand</td>
<td>QA188.O37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulant matrices # Philip J. Davis.</td>
<td>Davis, Philip J.</td>
<td>QA188.D37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical and modern branching processes</td>
<td>Athreya, Krishna B/ed.</td>
<td>QA611.594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical topology and combinatorial group theory</td>
<td>Stillwell, John</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classical topology and combinatorial group theory # John Stillwell ; illustrated with 312 figures by the author.</td>
<td>Stillwell, John</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification and identification of Lie algebras</td>
<td>Snobl, Libor</td>
<td>QA252.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coherence in categories</td>
<td>Mac Lane, Saunders/ed.</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohomological topics in group theory</td>
<td>Grunenberg, Karl W.</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohomologie Galoisienne</td>
<td>Serre, Jean-Pierre</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colloquium on methods of optimization</td>
<td>Moiseev, N.N./ed.</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloring mixed hypergraphs: Theory, algorithms and applications</td>
<td>Voloshin, Vitaly I.</td>
<td>QA166.23.V66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinatorial and graph theoretical problems in linear algebra</td>
<td>Bruaudi, Richard A./ed.</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinatorial group theory; presentations of groups in terms of generators and relations # Wilhelm Magnus, Abraham Karrass [and] Donald Solitar.</td>
<td>Magnus, Wilhelm</td>
<td>QA171.M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinatorial topology # P.S. Alexandrov.</td>
<td>Aleksandrov, P. S.</td>
<td>QA612.S38513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combinatorics: room squares, sum free sets, Hadamard matrices</td>
<td>Wallis, W.D. et al.</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutative algebra # Oscar Zariski and Pierre Samuel, with the cooperation of I.S. Cohen.</td>
<td>Zariski, Oscar</td>
<td>QA251.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact ordered spaces</td>
<td>Maurice, M.A.</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compact semitopological semigroups and weakly almost periodic functions</td>
<td>Berglund, J.F., Hofmann, K.H.</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compactification des espaces harmoniques</td>
<td>Meghea, Constantin</td>
<td>QA611.S84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison and oscillation theory of linear differential equations # C. A. Swanson.</td>
<td>Swanson, C. A.</td>
<td>QA372.S92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely 0-simple semigroups; an abstract treatment of the lattice of congruences # Kenneth M. Kapp [and] Hans Schneider.</td>
<td>Kapp, Kenneth M.</td>
<td>QA171.S36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex analysis # Janos Kollar, editor.</td>
<td>Kollar, Janos /ed.</td>
<td>QA564.655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex analysis # Serge Lang.</td>
<td>Lang, Serge</td>
<td>QA331.L255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex analysis; an introduction to the theory of analytic functions of one complex variable # Lars V. Ahlfors.</td>
<td>Ahlfors, Lars Valerian</td>
<td>QA331.A45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex variable theory and transform calculus with technical applications.</td>
<td>McLachlan, N. W.</td>
<td>QA432.N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex variables</td>
<td>Levinson, Norman</td>
<td>QA432.N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex variables and applications.</td>
<td>Churchill, Ruel Vance</td>
<td>QA432.N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex variable theory and transform calculus with technical applications.</td>
<td>McLachlan, N. W.</td>
<td>QA432.N3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational methods in ordinary differential equations # J. D. Lambert.</td>
<td>Lambert, J. D.</td>
<td>QA372.L24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Mitchell, A. R.
QA374.M68

Computational problems, methods, and results in algebraic number theory
Zimmer, Horst A.

Computational wave propagation
Engquist, Björn ed.

Computer aided proofs in analysis
Meyer, Kenneth R ed.

Computer algebra
Davenport, J.H.

Shampine, Lawrence F.
QA372.S416

Computing and graphics in statistics
Buja, Andreas ed.

Conference on applications of numerical analysis
Morris, John ed.

Conference on group theory

Conference on harmonic analysis
Gulick, Denny ed. Lipsman, Ronald L. ed.

Conference on the numerical solution of differential equations
Heidelberg, Dold A ed. Zurich, Eckmann B ed.

Conference on the theory of partial differential equations
Everitt, W.N. ed. Sleeman, B.D. ed.

Conformal field theory with gauge symmetry
Ueno, Kenji
QC174.52.C66.U54

Connected orderable spaces
Kok, H.

Contact problems in the classical theory of elasticity
Glazewell, G.M.L.

Contributions to ergodic theory and probability
Sucheston, Louis

Control and optimal designs of distributed parameter systems
Lagnese, John ed.

McGhee, D. F.
QA322.4 .M43

Gelbaum, Bernard R.
QA300 .G6

Cours d'analyse
Hadamard, J.

Coxeter groups and Hopf algebras
Aguiar, Marcelo
QA613.B .A384

Curvature and homology.
Goldberg, Samuel I.
QA003.P8 vol. 11

Cyclic difference sets
Baumert, Leonard D.

Degenerate diffusions
Wei-Ming, Nij ed.

Der kanonische modul eines cohen-macaulay-rings
Heidelberg, Dold A ed. Zurich, Eckmann B ed.

Designs and their codes # E.F. Assmus, Jr., J.D. Key.
Assmus, E. F.
QA166 .25 .A87

Determinants and matrices.
Aitken, A. C.
QA191 .A5

Die zwischenschenschrittmetheod zur losung mehrdemisionaler
Janenko, N.N.

Difference and differential equations
Elaydi, Saber ed.
QA371 .115145

Differentiable periodic maps
Conner, Pierre Euclide

Differentiable algebra and algebraic groups
Kochin, E.R.

Differential equation and their applications
Piaggio, H.T.H.

Differential equations from the algebraic standpoint
Fels Ritt, Joseph

Differential equations of applied mathematics
Duff, G.F.D

Differential equations with discontinuous righthand sides # A.F. Filippov ; edited by F.M. Arscott.
Filippov, A. F.
QA373 .F4613

Differentiable equations, with applications and historical notes # George F. Simmons.
Simmons, George Finlay
QA372 .S49

Differential equations: geometric theory.
Lefschetz, Solomon
QA371 .L36

Differential forms
Cartan, Henri

Differential forms, with applications to the physical sciences.
Flanders, Harley
QA381 .F56

Differential geometry # J. J. Stoker.
Stoker, J. J.
QA441 .S675

Differential geometry # by Heinrich W. Guggenheimer.
Guggenheimer, Heinrich W.
QA641 .G8
Books by Title

Differential geometry and symmetric spaces.
Helgason, Sigurdur
QA003.P8 vol. 12

Differential geometry.
Auslander, Louis
QA641.A8

Bellman, Richard Ernest
QA373.B4

Differentialrechnung in der analytischen geometrie
Berger, R. et al.

Differenzierbare G-Mannigfaltigkeiten
Janich, Klaus

Diophantine geometry.
Lang, Serge
QA564.L29

Directions in robust statistics and diagnostics
Stahl, Werner/ed.

Dirichlet series and automorphic functions
Weil, Andre

Dirichlet’s principle, conformal mapping, and minimal surfaces. With an appendix by M. Schiffer.
Courant, Richard
QA646.C6

Disconjugacy
Coppel, W.A.

Discontinuous groups and automorphic functions.
Lehner, J.
QA351.L4

Discrete and combinatorial mathematics
Grimaldi, Ralph P.
QA39.2.G748

Discrete and system models
Lucas, William F./ed.
QA37.2.M6

Discrete event systems, manufacturing systems and communication networks
Kumar, PR/ed.

Discrete probability and algorithms
Aldous, David/ed.

Distributions, complex variables, and Fourier transforms # Hans Bremermann.
Bremermann, Hans
QA401.B65

Dualitat lokalkompakter gruppen
Heyer, Herbert

Dynamical issues in combustion theory
Fife, Paul C./ed.

Dynamical systems: Stability theory and applications
Bhatia, N.P., Szego, G.P.

Dynamics of a particle and of rigid bodies
Loney, S.L.

Efficient graph representations
Spinrad, Jeremy P.
QA166.242.S65

Eigenfunction branches of nonlinear operators and their bifurcations
Pimbley, George H.

Eigenfunction expansions associated with second-order differential equations.
Titchmarsh, E. C.
QA371.T5

Eine Termlogik mit Auswahloperator
Hermes, Hans

Einfuhrung in die theorie der lokalkonvexen raume
Floret, K., Wloka J.

Einguhrung in die analytische zahlentheorie
Chandrasekharan, K.

Elementare geometrie
Bachmann, F.

Elementary differential geometry.
O’Neill, Barrett
QA641.O5

Elementary differential topology # James R. Munkres.
Munkres, James R.
QA612.M65

Elementary mathematical analysis # Colin W. Clark.
Clark, Colin Whitcomb
QA300.C56

Berg, Paul W.
QA374.B35

Elementary theory of equations
Lovitt, W.V.

Elementary topology
Gemignani, M.

Elementary topology: a combinatorial and algebraic approach # Donald W. Blackett.
Blackett, Donald W.
QA611.B67

Elements of abstract algebra # John T. Moore.
Moore, John T.
QA266.M6

Elements of compact semigroups # Karl Heinrich Hofmann [and] Paul S. Mostert.
Hofmann, Karl Heinrich
QA171.H68
Books by Title

Elements of differential equations.
Kaplan, Wilfred
QA372.K22

Paige, Lowell J.
QA251.P25

Elements of numerical analysis.
Henrici, Peter
QA297.H4

Elements of quaternions
Hamilton, William Rowan

Elements of the theory of functions and functional analysis # A.N. Kolmogorov and S.V. Fomin. Translated from the 1st Russian ed. by Leo F. Boron.
Kolmogorov, A. N.
QA331.K733

Elements of the theory of generalized inverses for matrices
Cline, Randall E.

Elements of the theory of the Newtonian potential function
Peirce, B.O.

Elements of the topology of plane sets of points # by M.H.A. Newman. Newman, M. H. A.
QA611.N49

Endliche Gruppen. [Von] B. Huppert.
Huppert, Bertram
QA171.H94

Ensembles analytiquement capacites mesures de Hausdorff
Dellacherie, Claude

Entire functions.
Boas, Ralph Philip
QA003.P8 vol. 5

Enumerability, decidability, computability; an introduction to the theory of recursive functions by Hans Hermes. Translated by G.T Herman and O. Plassmann.
Hermes, Hans
QA248.5.H413

Equations differentielles a points singuliers reguliers
Deligne, Pierre

Equivariant Pontrjagin classes and applications to orbit spaces
Zagier, Don Bernard

Equivariant cohomology theories
Bredon, Glen E.

Ergodic theory
Halmos, P.R.

Ergodic theory, entropy
Smorodinsky, Meir

Espaces de poisson des groups localement compacts
Azencott, Robert

Espaces harmoniques associes aux operateurs

differentiels linears
Boboc, N., Mustata, P.

Essays in commutative harmonic analysis
Graham, Colin C.

Etale homotopy
Artin, M., Mazur, B.

Exact categories and categories of sheaves
Barr, Michael et al.

Faisceaux amples sur les schemas en groupes et les espaces homogenes
Raynaud, Michel

Finely harmonic functions
Fuglede, Bent

Finite differences and difference equations
Spiegel, Murray R.

Busacker, Robert G.
QA166.B86

Finite translation planes
Ostrom, T.G.

Finite-dimensional vector spaces.
Halmos, Paul R.
QA261.H33

First course in functional analysis # Casper Goffman [and] George Pedrick.
Goffman, Casper
QA320.G6

First course in the theory of equations # Leonard Eugene Dickson ...
Dickson, Leonard E.
QA111.D54

First order mathematical logic.
Margaris, Angelo
QA009.M32

Flachen und ebene diskontinuierliche gruppen
Zieschang H., Vogt, E., Coldewey, H.D.

Flat manifolds
Kammer, Franz, Tondeur, Philippe

Flow control
Gunzburger, Max D/ed.

Fluid structure interaction in offshore engineering # editor: S.K. Chakrabarti.
Chakrabarti, S.K. /ed.
TC1665.F58

Fonctions de variables reelles et les developpements en series de polynomes
Borel, Emile

Formal groups
Frolich, A.

Foundations of Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometry # Ellery B. Golos.
Golos, Ellery B.
QA681.06
Postnikov, M. M.
QA211.P613

Foundations of algebraic geometry.
Weil, Andre
QA001.A5225 vol. 29

Pontryagin, L. S.
QA611.P615

Malcev, A. I.
QA251.M363

Foundations of modern analysis.
Dieudonne, Jean Alexandre
QA003.P8 vol. 10

Foundations of point set theory.
Moore, R. L.
QA001.A5225 vol. 13,

Foundations of projective geometry.
Hartshorne, Robin
QA471.H33

Foundations of the theory of Klein surfaces
Alling, Norman, Greenleed, Newcomb

Foundations of the theory of groupoids and groups #
O. Boreuvkova ; [transl. from the German by Milada Boreuvkova].
Boreuvkova, O.
QA171.B673

Foundations of theoretical mechanics #
Ruggero Maria Santilli.
Santilli, Ruggero Maria
QA805.S254

Foundations of topology
Patty, Wayne
QA611.P33

Fourier analysis on groups.
Rudin, Walter
QA403.R8

Fourier series #
Hardy, G. H.
QA044.83

Fourier series and boundary value problems.
Churchill, Ruel Vance
QA404.C6

Fourier series and orthogonal polynomials #
Jackson, Dunham
QA404.J2

Fourier series with respect to general orthogonal systems #
Olevskiaei, A. M.
QA404.5.04313

Free boundaries in viscous flows
Brown, Robert A/ed.

Free monoids and languages #
Shyr, H. J.
QA267.3.S56

Function theory in polydiscs.
Rudin, Walter
QA331.R86

Function theory: Interpolation and corona problems
Sawyer, Eric T.
QA321.S29

Functional analysis
Gelbaum, Bernard R.

Functional analysis #
Yoshida, Kosaku
QA320.Y6

Functional analysis and semi-groups #
Einar Hille [and] Ralph S. Phillips.
Hille, Einar
QA001.A5225 vol. 31,

Functions of a complex variable.
MacRobert, Thomas Murray
QA331.F63

Functions of several variables #
Fleming, Wendell Helms
QA331.F63

Fundamental concepts of algebra.
Chevalley, C.
QA003.P8 vol. 7

Fundamentalgruppen algebraischer mannigfaltigkeiten
Popp, Herbert

Fundamentals of Banach algebras.
Hoffman, Kenneth
QA326.H64

Fundamentals of abstract algebra #
McCoy, Neal Henry
QA266.H22

Fundamentals of applied kinematics #
Tao, Deh Chang
TJ175.T2

Galois theory: Hopf algebras, and semiabelian categories
Janelidze, George/ed.
QA247.4.J35

Galois theory; lectures delivered at the University of Notre Dame #
Artin, Emil
QA001.887 no. 2

Gap-sheaves and extension of coherent analytic subsheaves
Siu, Yum-Tong, Trautmann, Gunther

General analysis pt. I ...
Moore, Eliakim Hastings
QA009.M7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>QA No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Books by Title</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General investigations of curved surfaces**  
Gauss, Karl Freidrich  

**General lattice theory # by George Gratzer.**  
Gratzer, George A.  
QA171.5.P8 vol. 75  

**General relativity for mathematicians # R. K. Sachs, H. Wu.**  
Sachs, R. K.  
QC173.55.S34  

**General theory of Banach algebras.**  
Rickart, C. E.  
QA247.R5  

**General topology**  
Lipschutz, Seymour  

**General topology.**  
Bourbaki, Nicolas  
QA611.B65813  

**Generalised functions, # D. S. Jones.**  
Jones, D. S.  
QA320.3 1966a  

**Generalized functions.**  
Gel’fand, I. M.  
QA331.G373  

**Generators and relations for discrete groups # H.S.M. Coxeter and W.O.J. Moser.**  
Coxeter, H. S. M.  
QA171.C7  

**Genetic mapping and DNA sequencing**  
Speed, Terry/ed.  

**Geometric algebra.**  
Artin, Emil  
QA251.A7  

**Geometric discrepency**  
Matousek, Jiri  

**Geometric invariant theory.**  
Mumford, David  
QA564.N55  

**Geometric representation theory and extended affine Lie algebras**  
Neher, Erhard/ed.  
QA252.3.046  

**Geometry and analysis of projective spaces # C.E. Springer.**  
Springer, C. E.  
QA554.S6  

**Geometry and the imagination # D. Hilbert and S. Cohn-Vossen; translated by P. Nemenyi.**  
Hilbert, David  
QA685.R615  

**Geometry and topology of manifolds**  
Boden, Hans U./ed.  
QA611.A1 .047  

**Gesammelte mathematische Werke und wissenschaftlicher Nachlass ; hrsg. unter Mitwirkung von Richard Dedekind # Heinrich Weber.**  
Riemann, Georg Friedrich Bernhard  
QA003.R65  

**Global differentiable systems**  
Hajek, O./ed. et al.  

**Global properties of linear ordinary differential equations # František Neuman.**  
Neuman, František  
QA372.N48  

**Global stablility of dynamical systems**  
Shub, Michael  
QA611.5.S49713  

**Gradings on simple Lie algebras**  
Elduque, Alberto  
QA252.3.E43  

**Graph theory and its applications**  
Alavi, Y./ed. et al.  

**Graph theory and sparse matrix computation**  
George, Allan/ed.  

**Graph theory.**  
Harary, Frank  
QA166.H37  

**Grothendieck topologies**  
Artin, M.  

**Group theory**  
Scott, W.R.  

**Group theory # Eugene Schenkman.**  
Schenkman, Eugene  
QA171.S36  

**Group theory and its application to physical problems # by Morton Hamermesh.**  
Hamermesh, M.  
QA171.H28  

**Groupes de monodromie en geometrie algebrique**  

**Groups and geometry # Roger C. Lyndon.**  
Lyndon, Roger C.  
QA171.L95  

**Groups and representations # J.L. Alperin with Rowen B. Bell.**  
Alperin, J. L.  
QA176.A46  

**Groups and symmetry : a guide to discovering mathematics # David W. Farmer.**  
Farmer, David W.  
QA174.2.F37
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Groups of cohomological dimension one</td>
<td>Cohen, Daniel E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups of finite order</td>
<td>Carmichael, Robert D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groups of homotopy classes</td>
<td>Arkowitz, M., Curjel, CR.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundraume und verallgemeinerte funktionen</td>
<td>Wloka, Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-spaces from a homotopy point of view</td>
<td>Stasheff, James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamiltonian dynamical systems</td>
<td>Dumas, HS/ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handbook for matrix computations # Thomas F. Coleman, Charles Van Loan.</td>
<td>Coleman, Thomas F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardy classes on Riemann surfaces</td>
<td>Heins, Maurice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic analysis on reductive p-adic groups</td>
<td>Chandra, Harish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic analysis on totally disconnected sets</td>
<td>Benedetto, John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonische raume und ihre potentialtheorie</td>
<td>Bauer, Heinz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High primes and misdemeanours</td>
<td>der Poorten, Alf/ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher transcendental functions. Based, in part, on notes left by Harry Bateman, and compiled by the staff of the Bateman Manuscript Project.</td>
<td>Arthur Erdelyi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilbert space methods for partial differential equations</td>
<td>Showalter, R.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of the theory of numbers.</td>
<td>Dickson, Leonard E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holomorphic dynamics and renormalization</td>
<td>Lyubich, Mikhail/ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous bounded domains and Siegel domains</td>
<td>Kaneyuki, Soji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous zero dimensional absolute Borel sets</td>
<td>Engelen, A.J.M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homology theory</td>
<td>Vick, James W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homology theory on algebraic varieties</td>
<td>Wallace, Andrew H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homology.</td>
<td>Mac Lane, Saunders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homotopical algebra</td>
<td>Quillen, Daniel G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homotopietheorie</td>
<td>Dieck, T., Kamps, K.H., Puppe, D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homotopy limits, completions and localizations</td>
<td>Bousfield, A.K., Kan, D.M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homotopy theory # Sze-tsen Hu.</td>
<td>Hu, S. T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homotopy theory and duality # Peter Hilton.</td>
<td>Hilton, Peter John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopf algebras and Galois theory</td>
<td>Chase, Stephen U., Sweedler, Moss E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrodynamic limits and related topics</td>
<td>Feng, Shui/ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperfunctions and pseudo-differential equations</td>
<td>Komatsu, H./ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypergeometric functions and their applications #</td>
<td>James B. Seaborn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image models (and their speech model cousins)</td>
<td>Levinson, Stephen/ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incompressible fluid dynamics.</td>
<td>Hunt, J. N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Induced representations of groups and quantum mechanics #</td>
<td>Mackey, George Whitelaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inequalities # G.H. Hardy, J.E. Littlewood [and] G. Polya.</td>
<td>Hardy, G. H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinite matrices and sequence spaces.</td>
<td>Cooke, Richard G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infinitesimal calculus</td>
<td>Dieudonne, Jean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial value methods for boundary value problems; theory and application of invariant imbedding #</td>
<td>Gunter H. Meyer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insight to mathematical modelling</td>
<td>Kapur, J.N.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral equation methods # C. D. Green.</td>
<td>Green, C. D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral equations # F.G. Tricomi.</td>
<td>Tricomi, F. G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral equations and their applications to certain problems in mechanics, mathematical physics, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Books by Title

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology. Translated from the Russian by A.H. Armstrong.</td>
<td>Mikhlín, S. G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral transforms in mathematical physics</td>
<td>Tranter, C.J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integral, measure and derivative: A unified approach</td>
<td>Shilov, G.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrales de lebesgue fonctions d’ensemble calleses de baire</td>
<td>Borel, Émile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrales singulieres</td>
<td>Zygmund, Antoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration theory</td>
<td>Bichteler, Klaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpolationsmethoden zur behandlung von approximationsprozessen auf banachraumen</td>
<td>Berens, Hubert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic geometry of surfaces</td>
<td>Aleksandrov, A.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intro to Grothendieck duality theory</td>
<td>Altman, Allen, Kleiman, Steven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction the mathematical logic</td>
<td>Dinkines, Flora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Fourier analysis and generalised functions.</td>
<td>Lighthill, M. J., Sir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Lie groups and transformation groups</td>
<td>Tondeur, Phillippe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to abstract algebra # Elbert A. Walker.</td>
<td>Walker, E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to algebraic geometry</td>
<td>Mumford, David</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to algebraic geometry</td>
<td>Lang, Serge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to analysis</td>
<td>Rosenlicht, Maxwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to applied mathematics # Gilbert Strang.</td>
<td>Strang, Gilbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to applied mathematics # L. Sirovich.</td>
<td>Sirovich, L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to calculus and classical analysis # Omar Hijab.</td>
<td>Hijab, O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to combinatorics</td>
<td>Berman, Gerald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to commutative algebra</td>
<td>Macdonald, I.G.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to contemporary mathematics.</td>
<td>Hu, S. T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to elliptic functions with applications</td>
<td>Bowman, F.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to field theory # Iain T. Adamson.</td>
<td>Adamson, Iain T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to functional analysis</td>
<td>Taylor, Angus Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to general topology</td>
<td>Cain, George L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to graph theory # Robin J. Wilson.</td>
<td>Wilson, Robin J.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to higher algebra # Maxime Bocher ...</td>
<td>Bocher, Maxime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to linear algebra</td>
<td>Stewart, Frank Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to linear elasticity # Phillip L. Gould.</td>
<td>Gould, Phillip L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to linear system theory</td>
<td>Chen, Chi-Tsong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to logic</td>
<td>Copi, Irving M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to logic # Jason, Gary</td>
<td>Mendelson, Elliott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to mathematical logic</td>
<td>Polderman, Jan Willem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to mathematical systems theory</td>
<td>Polderman, Jan Willem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to modern abstract algebra # David M. Burton.</td>
<td>Burton, David M.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Introduction to modern algebra.
McCoy, Neal Henry
QA266 .M22

Introduction to modern set theory
Roitman, Judith
QA248 .R645

Introduction to number theory
Adams, William W.

Introduction to numerical analysis # F. B. Hildebrand.
Hildebrand, Francis Begnaud
QA297 .H54

Introduction to numerical analysis # Gerard P. Weeg [and] Georgia B. Reed.
Weeg, Gerard P.
QA297 .W4

Introduction to population modeling
Frauenthal, James C.

Introduction to quadratic forms.
O'Meara, O. T.
QA243 .O4

Introduction to robust and quasi-robust statistical methods # William J. J. Rey.
Rey, William J. J.
QA276 .R46

Introduction to singular perturbations # Robert E. O'Malley, Jr.
O'Malley, Robert E.
QA379 .O4

Introduction to the finite element method; a numerical method for engineering analysis # Chandrakant S. Desai [and] John F. Abel.
Desai, C. S.
TA640 .2 .D48

Introduction to the foundations of mathematics #
Raymond L. Wilder.
Wilder, Raymond Louis
QA609 .W58

Introduction to the theory of Banach space # Mitiu Nagumo.
Nagumo, Michio
QA322 .N33

Introduction to the theory of abstract algebras #
Richard S. Pierce.
Pierce, Richard S.
QA266 .P53

Introduction to the theory of algebraic functions of one variable.
Chevalley, C.
QA331 .C48

Introduction to the theory of algebraic numbers and functions. Translated by George Striker.
Eichler, M.
QA003 .P8 vol. 23

Introduction to the theory of analytic spaces
Narasimhan, Raghavan

Introduction to the theory of distributions, based on the lectures given by Laurent Schwartz.
Halperin, Israel
QA432 .H33

Introduction to topology
Baker, Crump W.

Introduction to topology and modern analysis.
Simmons, George Finlay
QA611 .S49

Introductory complex analysis and applications
Derrick, William R.

Introductory functional analysis with applications #
Erwin Kreyszig.
Kreyszig, Erwin
QA320 .K74

Invariant manifolds and fibrations for perturbed nonlinear schrodinger equations
Li, Charles
QC174 .28 .L28L5

Invariant theory.
Fogarty, John
QA201 .F63

Inverse problems in wave propagation
Chavent, Guy/ed.

Investigations on the theory of the brownian movement
Einstein, Albert

Japan-United States seminar on ordinary differential and functional equations
Urabe, Minoru/ed.

Jordan-Algebren # Hel Braun and Max Koecher.
Braun, Hel
QA251 .B69

Atiyah, Michael Francis
QA611 .A8

K-theory of finite groups and orders
Swan, Richard G., Graham-Evans, E.

Kan extensions in enriched category theory
Dubuc, Eduardo

Kategorien und funktoren
Brinkmann, H.B., Puppe, D.

Farmer, David W.
QA166 .F37

Kobordismentheorie
Brocker, Theodor, Dieck, Tammo tom

Kompakt erzeugte vektorraume und analysis
Seipp, Ulrich

Kongruenzklassen geometrien
Wille, Rudolph

Kontinuierliche Geometrien. [Obersetzt und fur deutsche Ausg. bearb. von Sibylla Cramp, Gunter Pickert und Rudolf Schaufler]
Maeda, Fumitomo
QA471 .M315
Konvergenz von differenzenverfahren fur lineare und nichtlineare anfangswertaufgaben
Ansorge, R., Haas, R.

Kuramochi boundaries of Riemann surfaces

LAPACK users’ guide # E. Anderson ... [et al.].
Anderson, E. /ed.
QA076.73.F25L36

L^1 algebras and segal algebras
Reiter, Hans

La geometrie des groupes classiques.
Dieudonne, Jean Alexandre
QA385.D5

Lambda rings and the representation theory of the symmetric group
Knutson, Donald

Lanalyse harmonique dans le domaine complexe
Akutowicz, E.J./ed.

Large deviations
den Hollander, Frank
QA273.67.H65

Large scale optimization with applications
Biegler, Lorenz/ed.

Lattice theory.
Birkhoff, Garrett
QA001.A5225 vol. 25

Lattice theory; first concepts and distributive lattices.
Grafert, George A.
QA171.5.G73

Lattices over orders I
Roggenkamp, Klaus W., Huber Dyson, Verena

Lattices over orders II
Roggenkamp, Klaus W.

Le calcul des residus
Lindefo, Ernst

Le calcul differentiel dans les espaces de Banach
Michal, Aristotle D.

Le spectre d’une variete Riemannienne
Berger, Marcel, Gauduchon, Paul, Mazet, Edmond

Le theoreme de Picard-borel et la theorie des fonctions meromorphes
Nevanla, Rolf

Lecons d’analyse fonctionelle
Levy, Paul

Lecons sur l’approximation des fonctions d’une
variable reelle
Borel, Emile

Lecons sur la theorie de la croissance
Borel, Emile

Lecons sur la theorie des functions
Borel, Emile

Lecons sur les fonctions discontinues
Baire, Rene

Lecons sur les series a termes positifs
Borel, Emile

Lecons sur les series divergentes
Borel, Emile

Lecons sur les theories generales de l’analyse
Baire, Rene

Lecture on morse theory
Bott, R.

Lectures in abstract algebra.
Jacobson, Nathan
QA266 .J3

Lectures in modern analysis and applications II
Glimm, J. et al.

Lectures in modern analysis and its applications III
Dudley, R.M. et al.

Lectures in modern analysis and their applications I
Atiyah, M.F. et al.

Lectures in projective geometry.
Seidenberg, A.
QA471 .S42

Lectures in set theory
Jech, Thomas

Lectures on Gleason parts
Bear, Herbert S.

Lectures on K(X)
Bott, R.

Lectures on Lie groups # J. Frank Adams.
Adams, J. Frank
QA385 .A3

Lectures on Riemann surfaces # R.C. Gunning.
Gunning, Robert C.
QA333 .G8

Lectures on algebraic and differential topology
Bott, R., Gitler, S., James, I.M.

Lectures on algebraic model theory
Hart, Bradd/ed.
QA9.7 .H37

Lectures on algebraic topology # Albrecht Dold.
Dold, A.
QA612 .D65

Lectures on algebraic topology # Marvin J. Greenberg.
Greenberg, Marvin J.
QA611 .G65

Lectures on automorphic L-functions
Cogdell, James W.
QA246 .G64
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on differential and integral equations.</td>
<td>Yoshida, Kosaku</td>
<td>QA372.Y613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on differential geometry.</td>
<td>Sternberg, Shlomo</td>
<td>QA641.S66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on elementary number theory.</td>
<td>Rademacher, Hans</td>
<td>QA241.R22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on ergodic theory.</td>
<td>Halmos, Paul R.</td>
<td>QA614.H3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on forms in many variables # Marvin J. Greenberg.</td>
<td>Greenberg, Marvin J.</td>
<td>QA201.G76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on functional equations and their applications</td>
<td>Aczel, J.</td>
<td>QA431.A3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on functional equations and their applications # J. Aczel</td>
<td>Aczel, J.</td>
<td>QA431.A3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on global optimization</td>
<td>Pardalos, Panos M./ed.</td>
<td>QA402.5.L393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on injective modules and quotient rings</td>
<td>Faith, Carl</td>
<td>QA441.S2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on modular forms. Notes by Armand Brumer.</td>
<td>Gunning, R. C.</td>
<td>QA244.G8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on monte-carlo methods</td>
<td>Madras, Neal</td>
<td>QA298.M33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on n-dimensional quasiconformal mappings</td>
<td>Vaisala, Jussi</td>
<td>QA475.N33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on non standard analysis</td>
<td>Machover, M., Hirschfeld, J.</td>
<td>QA475.N33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on operator theory</td>
<td>Rajarama Bhat, B.V./ed.</td>
<td>QA387.L42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on predictive theory</td>
<td>Urbanik, K.</td>
<td>QA614.U5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on quasiconformal mappings</td>
<td>Ahlfors, Lars V.</td>
<td>QA614.A3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on rings and modules</td>
<td>Lambek, Joachim</td>
<td>QA4612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on summability</td>
<td>Peyerimhoff, A.</td>
<td>QA614.U5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on the Eulenberg-Moore spectral sequence.</td>
<td>Smith, Larry</td>
<td>QA261.S7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on the action of a finite group</td>
<td>Conner, Pierre E.</td>
<td>QA251.C68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on the applications of sheaves to ring theory</td>
<td>Heidelberg, Dold A/ed. Zurich, Eckmann B/ed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectures on the theory of algebraic functions of one variable</td>
<td>Deuring, Max</td>
<td>QA431.A3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left principle ideal rings</td>
<td>Jategaonkar, A.V.</td>
<td>QA155.K373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les foncteurs derives de lim et leurs applications en theorie des modules</td>
<td>Jensen, C.U.</td>
<td>QA261.S7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lie algebras</td>
<td>Stewart, Ian</td>
<td>QA431.A3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lie algebras and Lie groups; 1964 lectures given at Harvard University.</td>
<td>Serre, Jean Pierre</td>
<td>QA251.S48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lie algebras</td>
<td>Jacobson, Nathan</td>
<td>QA251.C377</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lie groups and Lie algebras</td>
<td>Bourbaki, N.</td>
<td>QA431.A3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lie groups and quantum mechanics</td>
<td>Simms, D.J.</td>
<td>QA475.N33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra</td>
<td>Mostow, George D.</td>
<td>QA475.N33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra # Klaus Janich.</td>
<td>Janich, Klaus</td>
<td>QA475.N33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra and geometry</td>
<td>Dieudonne, Jean</td>
<td>QA475.N33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra and projective geometry.</td>
<td>Baer, Reinhold</td>
<td>QA475.N33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra done right</td>
<td>Sheldon Axler</td>
<td>QA184.A96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra for control theory</td>
<td>Dooren, Pui Van/ed.</td>
<td>QA171.B83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra for signal processing</td>
<td>Bojanczyk, Adam/ed.</td>
<td>QA171.B83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebra, markov chains, and queueing models</td>
<td>Meyer, Carl D/ed.</td>
<td>QA182.A96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebraic groups</td>
<td>Humphreys, James E.</td>
<td>QA564.B58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear algebraic groups. Notes taken by Hyman Bass</td>
<td>Borel, Armand</td>
<td>QA564.B58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear determinants with applications to the Picard scheme of a family of algebraic curves</td>
<td>Iverson, Birger</td>
<td>QA564.B58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear differential equations and function spaces</td>
<td>Jose Luis Massera [and] Juan Jorge Schaffer.</td>
<td>QA431.L7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear differential transformations of the second order</td>
<td>Boruvka, O.</td>
<td>QA431.L7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear differential transformations of the second order; translated [from the German]</td>
<td>Boreuvka, O.</td>
<td>QA431.L7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear geometry</td>
<td>K. W. Gruenberg and A. J. Weir.</td>
<td>QA556.B72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear integral equations</td>
<td>William Vernon Lovitt ...</td>
<td>QA431.L7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear matrix inequalities in system and control theory</td>
<td>Stephen Boyd ... [et al.].</td>
<td>QA402.3.L489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear operators</td>
<td>Nelson Dunford and Jacob T. Schwartz. With the assistance of William G. Bade and Robert G. Bartle.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear operators in Hilbert space. Translation by Jay Strum. Rev. and edited by A. Shenitzer and D. Solitar.</td>
<td>Schneider, Werner</td>
<td>QA691.S3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear operators; spectral theory and some other applications.</td>
<td>Cooke, Richard G.</td>
<td>QA251.O65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear partial differential operators</td>
<td>Hormander, L.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear topological spaces</td>
<td>Kelley, J.L.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lineare optimierung grover systeme</td>
<td>Kunzi, H.P., Tan, S.T.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local cohomology</td>
<td>Grothendieck, A.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local rings.</td>
<td>Nagata, Masayoshi</td>
<td>QA247.K28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local semi dynamical systems</td>
<td>Bhatia, N.P., Hajek, O.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic and algorithms, with applications to the computer and information sciences</td>
<td>Robert R. Korfhage</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic for mathematicians.</td>
<td>Rosser, J. Barkley</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low rank representations and graphs for sporadic groups</td>
<td>Cheryl E. Praeger, Leonard H. Soicher.</td>
<td>QA177.P74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manifolds</td>
<td>Kuiper, Nicolaas/ed.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual of mathematical physics</td>
<td>Richards, Paul I.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martingales</td>
<td>Dinges, Hermann/ed.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martingales and stochastic integrals I</td>
<td>Meyer, Paul-Andre</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical analysis</td>
<td>Goursat, E.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical analysis, a special course</td>
<td>G. Ye.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical approaches to biomolecular structure</td>
<td>Shilov, G. E.</td>
<td>QA329.2.D85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Books by Title

and dynamics
Mesirov, Jill P/ed.

Mathematical crystallography
Jaswon, M.A.

Mathematical education of engineers
Mustoe, L.R. /ed.

Mathematical finance
Davis, Mark HA/ed.

Mathematical methods for physicists.
Arfken, George B.

Mathematical modelling
Klamkin, Murray S./ed.

Mathematical modelling techniques # R. Aris.
Aris, Rutherford.

Mathematics applied to deterministic problems in
the natural sciences # C. C. Lin [and] L. A. Segel.
With material on elasticity by G. H. Handelman.
Lin, C. C.

Mathematics applied to deterministic problems in
the natural sciences # C.C. Lin, L.A. Segel ; with
material on elasticity by G.H. Handelman.
Lin, C. C.

Mathematics for scientists and engineers
Bajpai, A.C.

Mathematics in industrial problems
Friedman, Avner

Mathematics in industrial problems
Friedman, Avner

Mathematics in industrial problems
Friedman, Avner

Mathematics in industrial problems
Friedman, Avner

Mathematics in industrial problems
Friedman, Avner

Mathematics of multiscale materials
Golden, Kenneth M./ed.

Matrices of sign-solvable linear systems # Richard
A. Brualdi, Bryan L. Shader.
Brualdi, Richard A.

Matrix analysis # Rajendra Bhatia.
Bhatia, Rajendra
QA188.B485

Matrix analysis # Roger A. Horn, Charles R.
Johnson.
Horn, Roger A.
QA188.B466

Matrix computations # Gene H. Golub, Charles F.
Van Loan.
Golub, Gene H.
QA188.G565

Maxima and minima without calculus # by Ivan
Niven.
Niven, Ivan Morton
QA306.S58

Maximum and minimum principles : a unified
approach, with applications # M.J. Sewell.
Sewell, M. J.
QA316.S53

Measure, Lebesgue integrals and Hilbert space # A.
N. Kolmogorov and S. V. Fomin. Translated by
Natascha Artin Brunswick and Alan Jeffrey.
Kolmogorov, A. N.
QA312.X553

Measure, topology, and fractal geometry # Gerald
A. Edgar.
Edgar, Gerald A.
QA614.86.E34

Mechanics for students of physics and engineering
Crew, Henry

Meromorphic functions and linear algebra
Nevenlinna, Olavi
QA331.5456

Methode simpliciale en algebre homologique et
algebre commutative
Andre, Michael

Methodes algebriques en mechanique statistique
Eckmann, J.P., Guenin, M.

Methodes et problemes de theorie des fonctions
Borel, Emile

Methods of mathematical economics : linear and
nonlinear programming : fixed-point theorems #
Joel Franklin.
Franklin, Joel N.
QA402.5.F73

Methods of mathematical physics
Jeffreys, Harold

Methods of mathematical physics # R. Courant and
D. Hilbert.
Courant, Richard
QA401.C724

Metric spaces # E. T. Copson.
Copson, E. T.
QA613.C6
Metrizability in generalized ordered spaces
Faber, M.J.

Microlocal analysis and nonlinear waves
Beals, Michael/ed.

Microstructure and phase transition
Kinderlehrer, David/ed.

Modeling and differential equations in biology #
edited by T. A. Burton.
Burton, T. A. /ed.
QA323.5 .M62

Modelle der mengenlehre
Jensen, Ronald Bjorn

Models of ZF-set theory
Felgner, Ulrich

Models that work
Tucker, Alan C./ed

Modern algebra.
Warner, Seth
QA251.36

Modern algebra. In part a development from lectures by E. Artin and E. Noether.
Waerden, B. L. van der
QA155 .W322

Modern algebraic topology.
Bourgin, D. G.
QA611 .B66

Modern applied algebra # Garrett Birkhoff and Thomas C. Bartee.
Birkhoff, Garrett
QA251 .B49

Modern control systems # Richard C. Dorf.
Dorf, Richard C.
TJ216 .D67

Modern higher algebra
Albert, A.A.

Modern mathematical analysis
Protter, Murray H.

Modern methods in partial differential equations: an introduction # Martin Schechter.
Schechter, Martin
QA373 .S35

Modern university algebra # Marvin Marcus [and] Henryk Minc.
Marcus, Marvin
QA266 .M3

Modular Calabi-Yau threefolds
Meyer, Christian
QC20 .7.M24949

Modular forms and Dirichlet series.
Ogg, Andrew
QA244 .D3

Modular forms and string duality
Yui, Noriko/ed.
QA243 .M695

Modular functions of one variable I
Kuyk, Willem/ed.

Moduli of supersingular abelian varieties
Li, Ke-Zheng

Motivees and algebraic cycles
de Jeu, Rob/ed.
QA564 .M683

Moyennes invariantes et representations unitaires
Eymard, Pierre

Multidimensional diffusion processes # Daniel W.
Stroock, S. R. Srinivasa Varadhan.
Stroock, Daniel W.
QA274 .75 .S66

Multidimensional hyperbolic problems and computations
Glimm, James/ed.

Multidimensional inverse problems for differential equations
Vasilev, Romanov

Multiparameter spectral theory in Hilbert space #
B. D. Sleeman.
Sleeman, B. D.
QA322 .4 .S57

Multiparticle quantum scattering with applications to nuclear, atomic and molecular physics
Truhlar, Donald/ed.

Multipliers for (C, alpha) bounded Fourier expansions in Banach spaces and approximation theory
Trebels, Walter

Multipliers on locally compact groups
Parthasarathy, K.R.

Multivariable calculus
Straus, M.J.
QA303 .2 .S774

New developments in differential equations;
Eckhaus, Wiktor
QA370 .S34

Nombres de pisot, nombres de salem et analyse harmonique
Meyer, Yves

Non-commutative rings
Brauer, Richard

Non-linear differential equations # G. Sansone and R. Conti. Translated from the Italian by Ainsley H. Diamond.
Sansone, Giovanni
QA372 .S213

Non-linear problems in the physical sciences and biology
Stakgold, Ivar/ed. et al.

Noncommutative Noetherian rings
McConnell, J.C.
QA251.4 .M38
Books by Title

Nonlinear dynamics and evolution equations
Brunner, Hermann/ed.
QA377.I56

Nonlinear evolution equations that change type
Keyfitz, Barbara Lee/ed.

Nonlinear programming # Olvi L. Mangasarian.
Mangasarian, Olvi L.
QA264.M327

Nonlinear stochastic PDEs
Funaki, Tadahisa/ed.

Nonlinear programming and geometric methods in
deterministic optimal control
Mordukhovich, Boris/ed.

Normed linear spaces.
Day, Mahlon Marsh
QA689.D3

Notes on logic # Roger C. Lyndon.
Lyndon, Roger C.
BC135.L9

Notes on the Lefschetz fixed point theorem for
elliptic complexes.
Atiyah, M.

Novel approaches to hard discrete optimization
Pardalos, Panos/ed.
QA402.5.S689

Numerical analysis
Hartree, D.R.
QA297.K8

Numerical analysis.
Kunz, Kaiser S.
QA297.K8

Numerical methods and computers # Shan S. Kuo.
Kuo, Shan S.
QA76.5.K8

Numerical methods for differential equations and
applications # Liviu Gr. Ixaru.
Ixaru, Liviu Gr.
QA372.I913

Numerical processes in differential equations # Ivo
Babuška, Milan Prager and Emil Vitasek, in
cooporation with R. Radok. [Translated by Milada
Borcučková].
Babuška, Ivo
QA371.B2313

Numerical quadrature and solution of ordinary
differential equations; a textbook for a beginning
course in numerical analysis # A. H. Stroud.
Stroud, A. H.
QA372.A647

Numerical solution of differential equations # Isaac
Fried.
Fried, Isaac
QA371.F795

Numerical solution of initial-value problems in
differential-algebraic equations # K.E. Brenan, S.L.
Campbell, L.R. Petzold.
Brenan, Kathryn Eleda
QA378.B73

Numerical solutions of boundary value problems for
ordinary differential equations # [proceedings of a
symposium held at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County Campus, June 10-12, 1974]
Aziz, A. K. /ed.
QA372.S94

Numerische losung nichtlinearer partieller
differentialund integrodifferentialgleichungen

Numerischem insbesondere
approximationstheoretische behandlung con
funktionalgleichungen

O(n)-Mannigfaltigkeiten exotische sphären und
singularitäten
Hirzebruch, F., Mayer, K.H.

Olga Taussky-Todd: In memoriam
Aschbacher, Michael

On Dirichlet's boundary value problem
Simander, Christian G.

On automorphisms of Siegel domains
Murakami, Shingo

On the evolution of phase boundaries
Gurtin, Morton E/ed.

On the pointwise convergence of Fourier series
Mozzochi, Charles J.

On the shoulders of giants
Steen, Lynn Arthur
QA413.O53

On topologies and boundaries in potential theory
Brelot, Marcel

Operator algebras and their applications II
Fillmore, Peter A/ed.
QA326.06524

Operators and function theory # edited by S.C.
Power.
QA329.833

Optimal control theory: applications to management
science # Suresh P. Sethi, Gerald L. Thompson.
Sethi, Suresh P.
BD30.25.S47

Optimal control theory for the damping of vibrations
of simple elastic systems
Komkov, Vadim

Optimization and nonsmooth analysis # Frank H.
Clarke.
Clarke, Frank H.
QA402.5.C53

Ordered exponential fields
Kühlmann Salma
QA47.7.K84

Ordered linear spaces
Jameson, Graham

Ordinary and partial differential equations
Sleeman, B.D.
QA370.073
Kiselev, A. I.
QA372.K5613
Birkhoff, Garrett
QA372.B58
Ordinary differential equations and stability theory: an introduction # David A. Sanchez.
Sanchez, David A.
QA372.S18
Ordinary differential equations.
Ince, E. L.
QA372.16
Ordinary differential equations.
Leighton, Walter
QA372.L46
Oscillation theory
Kreith, Kurt
Ottawa lectures on admissible representations of reductive p-adic groups
Cunningham, Clifton/ed.
QA176.C88
PGL2 over the p-adics
Silberger, Allan J.
Packing and covering # C.A. Rogers.
Rogers, C. A.
QA246.R64
Parallel algorithms for matrix computations # K.A. Gallivan ... [et al.].
Gallivan, K.A. [et al.].
QA188.P367
Partial differential equations
Bellman, Richard
QA374.B33
Partial differential equations # E. T. Copson.
Copson, E. T.
QA377.C77
Partial differential equations and boundary-value problems with applications # Mark A. Pinsky ; with an appendix by Alfred Gray on Using Mathematica.
Pinsky, Mark A.
QA374.P55
Partial differential equations in engineering problems
Miller, Kenneth S.
Partial differential equations in the complex domain # D. L. Colton.
Colton, David L.
QA374.C65
Partial differential equations of mathematical physics
Bateman, H.
Partial differential equations with minimal smoothness and applications
Dahlberg, B/ed.
Partial differential equations.
Dinkines, Flora
QA377.D8
Partial differential equations.
Duff, G. F. D.
QA377.D8
Partial differential equations.
Garabedian, Paul
QA377.G26
Partially hyperbolic dynamics, laminations and Teichmuller flow
Forni, Giovanni/ed.
QA614.8.P37
Particulate flows
Drew, Donald/ed.
Patterns and dynamics in reactive media
Aris, Rutherford/ed.
Patterns of plausible inference
Polya, G.
Periodic differential equations
Arscott, F.M.
Permutation groups # John D. Dixon, Brian Mortimer.
Dixon, John D.
QA175.D59
Perspectives on noncommutative geometry
Khalkhali, Masoud/ed.
QA612.33.P47
Perturbation methods in applied mathematics # J. Kevorkian, J.D. Cole.
Kevorkian, J.
QA371.A647
Perturbation methods in heat transfer
Aziz, A.
QC320.A95
Perturbations singulieres dans les problemes aux limites et en controle optimal
Lions, J.L.
Philosophy of mathematics; selected readings # Edited and with an introd. by Paul Benacerraf and Hilary Putnam.
Benacerraf, Paul /ed.
QA300.B397
Point set topology
Gaal, Steven
Polyhedral and semidefinite programming methods in combinatorial optimization
Tuncel, Levent
QA402.5.T86
Positive definite kernels, continuous tensor products, and central limit theorems of probability theory
Parthasarathy, K.R., Schmidt, K.
Practical methods of optimization # R. Fletcher.
Fletcher, R.
QA402.5.F43
Precise numerical analysis # Oliver Aberth.
Aberth, Oliver
QA297.A28
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prelude to mathematics</td>
<td>Sawyer, W.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principes de geometrie analytique</td>
<td>Darboux, Gaston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principes de la theories des fonctions elliptiques et applications</td>
<td>Lacour, E. Appell, P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles of intuitionism</td>
<td>Troelstra, A.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles of mathematical logic # D. Hilbert and W. Ackermann</td>
<td>Hilbert, David; trans. German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability and information theory II</td>
<td>Behara, M/ed. et al.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability theory on boolean algebras of events #</td>
<td>Onicescu, Octav</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems combinatoires de commutation et rearrangements</td>
<td>Cartier, P., Foata, D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems in applied mathematics</td>
<td>Klamkin, Murray S./ed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems in group theory</td>
<td>Dixon, John D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proceedings of the second order Japan-USSR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
stochastic systems
Tsokos, Chris P., Padgett, W.J.

Random matrices and the six-vertex model
Bleher, Pavel
QA188.B54

Random sets
Goutsias, John /ed.

Real analysis # Edward James McShane and Truman Arthur Botts.
McShane, E. J.
QA300.M28

Real analysis # H. L. Royden.
Royden, H. L.
QA331.5.R6

Recent advances in iterative methods
Golub, Gene /ed.

Recent advances in topological dynamics
Beck, A. /ed.

Recent trends in graph theory
Capobianco, M. /ed.

Regular polytopes.
Coxeter, H. S. M.
QA591.C68

Relationen zwischen charakteristischen zahlen
Mayer, K.H.

Reports of the midwest category seminar

Reports of the midwest category seminar II

Reports of the midwest category seminar III

Reports of the midwest category seminar IV
MacLane, S /ed.

Reports of the midwest category seminar V
Gray, J.W. /ed.

Representation theory of finite groups
Burrow, Martin

Representations de groupes localement compacts
Borel, Armand

Representations of algebras and related topics
Buchweitz, Ragnar-Olaf /ed.
QA150.I57

Representations of finite dimensional algebras and related topics in Lie theory and geometry
Dlab, Vlastimil /ed.
QA251.5.R45

Representations of permutation groups I
Kerber, Adalbert

Residues and duality
Hartshorne, Robin

Revetements etales et groupe fondamental
Grothendieck, Alexander /ed.

Reviews on finite groups; as printed in Mathematical reviews, 1940 through 1970, volumes 1-40 inclusive.

Riemannian geometry # Takashi Sakai; translated by Takashi Sakai.
Sakai, T.
QA649.S2513

Riemannsche Hilbertmannigfaltigkeiten periodische geodatische
Flaschel, P., Klingenberg, W.

Riemannsche geometrie im groben
Gromol, D., Klingenberg, W., Meyer, W.

Rings and categories of modules
Anderson, Frank W.

Rings and modules of quotients
Stensrom, Bo

Rings and radicals # N.J. Divinsky.
Divinsky, N. J.
QA247.D55

Rings of continuous functions # Leonard Gillman and Meyer Jerison.
Gillman, Leonard
QA611.05

Rings of operators
Kaplansky, Irving

Robust control theory
Francis, Bruce /ed.

S:ur les diffeomorphisms de ka sohore de dimension
trois
Cerf, Jean
Schemas en groupes I
Demazure, M., Grothendieck, A.
Schemas en groupes II
Demazure, M., Grothendieck, A.
Schemas en groupes III
Demazure, M., Grothendieck, A.
Seifert manifolds
Orlik, Peter
Selection theorems and their applications
Parthasarathy, T.
Semiconductors
Coughran, WM/ed.
Semigruppi di trasformazioni multivoche
Szego, G.P., Treccani, G.
Seminaire Banach
Houzel, C./ed.
Seminaire Bourbaki
Seminaire Bourbaki
Seminaire Bourbaki
Seminaire Bourbaki
Seminaire Heidelberg-Saarbrucken-Strasbourg sur la K-theorie
Karoubi, M. et al.
Seminaire Pierre Lelong (Analyse)
Seminaire Pierre Lelong (analyse)
Seminaire Pierre Lelong (analyse)
Seminaire Pierre Lelong (analyse)
Seminaire Pierre Lelong (analyse)
Seminaire de probabilites I
Seminaire de probabilites II
Seminaire de probabilites IV
Seminaire de probabilites V
Seminaire de probabilites VII
Seminaire sur les algebres completes
Perier, J.P.
Seminaires de probabilites III
Seminaires sur les fonctions aleatoires lineaires et les mesures cylindriques
Badikian, Albert
Seminar on algebraic groups and related finite groups
Borel, A. et al.
Seminar on complex multiplication
Borel, A. et al.
Seminar on differential equations and dynamical systems
Seminar on differential equations and dynamical systems II
Yorke, J.A./ed.
Seminar on functional operators and equations
Targonski, Gyorgy
Seminar on periodic maps
Conner, P.E.
Seminar on potential theory II
Bauer, Heinz/ed.
Seminar on the Atiyah-Singer index theorem [edited]
by Richard S. Palais. With contributions by M.F. Atiyah [and others].
Palais, Richard S. /ed.
QA612.P3
Seminar on triples and categorical homology theory
Seminar uber Funktionen-Algebren
Wermer, John
Seminar uber potentialtheorie
Separable algebras over commutative rings
Demeyer, Frank, Ingraham, Edward
Set theory and logic
Stoll, Robert R.
Set theory and logic # Abraham A. Fraenkel.
Fraenkel, Abraham Adolf
QA248.F765
Set theory and the continuum hypothesis # Paul J. Cohen.
Cohen, Paul J.
QA009.059
Set theory and the number systems.
Kinsolving, May Risch
QA248.K43
Set theory, an introduction
Vaught, Robert L.
QA248.V38
Set topology.
Vaidyanathaswamy, R.
QA611.7V25
Books by Title

Set valued mappings, selections and topological properties of \( 2^X \)
Fieschman, W.M./ed.

Several complex variables I
Horvath, John/ed.

Several complex variables II
Horvath, John/ed.

Shape theory
Cordier, J.M.

Shape, smoothness and invariant stratification of an attracting set for delayed monotone positive feedback
Krisztin, Tibor
QA371.K735

Shock induced transitions and phase structures in general media
Dunn, JE/ed.

Siegel's modular forms and Dirichlet series
Maab, Hans

Singular integrals
Neri, Umberto

Singularities and oscillations
Rauch, Jeffrey/ed.

Solid geometry
Frost, Percival

Solitons and the inverse scattering transform #
Mark J. Ablowitz and Harvey Segur.
Ablowitz, Mark J.
QA927.A34

Solitons in mathematics and physics # Alan C. Newell.
Newell, Alan C.
QA927.B46

Solitons in physics, mathematics and nonlinear optics
Oliver, Peter J./ed.

Solution of equations in Euclidean and Banach spaces #
A. M. Ostrowski.
Ostrowski, A. M.
QA218.P8

Solving least squares problems # Charles L. Lawson [and] Richard J. Hanson.
Lawson, Charles L.
QA275.L38

Solving linear systems on vector and shared memory computers # Jack J. Dongarra ... [et al.].
Dongarra, Jack /ed.
QA184.S65

Special functions and their applications # N.N. Lebedev.
Lebedev, N. N.
QA351.L3613

Spectral properties of hamiltonian operators
Jorgens, Konrad, Weidmann, Joachim

Spectral theory of differential operators: proceedings of the conference held at the University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama,
Knowles, Ian W. /ed.
QA329.4.S63

Spectral theory of operators in Hilbert space # K. O. Friedrichs.
Friedrichs, K. O.
QA322.4.A647

Sperner theory # Konrad Engel.
Engel, Konrad
QA171.485.E537

Spherical harmonics; an elementary treatise on harmonic functions, with applications.
MacRobert, Thomas Murray
QA406.K3

Spherical trigonometry
Frink, Raymond

Spherical trigonometry with naval and military applications
Kells, Lyman M.

Stability of stochastic dynamical systems
Curtain, Ruth F./ed.

Stable and unstable homotopy
Dwyer, William/ed.
QA612.7.S73

Stable homotopy
Cohen, Joel M.

Stable homotopy theory
Adams, Frank J.

Stochastic calculus and applications # Robert J. Elliott.
Elliott, Robert James
QA274.2.E44

Stochastic models in geosystems
Molchanov, Stanislav/ed.

Stratified polyhedra
Sone, David A.

Structure and representations of Jordan algebras.
Jacobson, Nathan
QA001.A5225 vol. 39

Structure of a group and the structure of its lattice of subgroups.
Suzuki, Michio
QA171.S8

Structure of algebras # A. Adrian Albert.
Albert, A. Adrian
QA247.A5

Structure of arbitrary purely inseparable extension fields
Mordeson, John N., Vinograd, Bernard

Structure of rings.
Jacobson, Nathan
QA001.A5225 vol. 37,
Statistical thermodynamics and differential geometry of microstructured materials
   Davis, Ted./ed.

Studies in global geometry and analysis
   Chern, S.S./ed.

Studies in graph theory # Claude Berge ... [et al.] ;
   D. R. Fulkerson, editor.
   Fulkerson, D. R. /ed.
   QA166.S86

Studies in mathematical biology # S. A. Levin, editor.
   Levin, S. A. /ed.
   QH323.5.S78

Studies in modern algebra
   Albert, A.A.

Studies in modern analysis. [By] E. J. McShane [and others].
   Buck, Robert Creighton /ed.
   QA007.B8

Studies in optimization # G. B. Dantzig and B. C. Eaves, editors.
   Dantzig, G. B. /ed.
   QA402.5.S78

Studies in real and complex analysis
   Hirschman, I.I. Jr./ed.

Summer school on topological vector spaces
   Waelbrock, Lucien/ed.

Supersonic flow and shock waves # R. Courant, K. O. Friedrichs.
   Courant, Richard
   QA930.A647

Survey of applicable mathematics # Karel Rektorys.
   Rektorys, Karel
   QA037.2.R44

Switching and finite automata theory.
   Kohavi, Zvi
   QA267.5.K46

Symmetric Hilbert spaces and related topics
   Guichardet, Alain

Symplectic and contact topology: Interactions and perspectives
   Eliashberg, Yakov/ed.
   QA513.659.S88

Symposium on algebraic topology
   Hilton, Peter J./ed.

Symposium on automatic demonstration
   Laudet, M/ed.

Symposium on differential equations and dynamical systems
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